English
Non Fiction:
Instructions and explanations
Information text
Recounts
Fiction:
Narrative writing- adventure stories
Stories by the same author
Play scripts
Poetry- Creating images.
Using wordplay, characters and senses to create images in the
reader’s mind.
Texts – ‘Escape to Pompeii’ and ‘The Thieves of Ostia’

R.E.

D.T.


People of God

What is it like to
follow God?

I.C.T.




E-safety
Technologies in our
lives



Design a pop up
Christmas card

Year 4
Term 1
How rotten were the Romans?

Music
Exploring rhythm
and pulse
Learning Roman
songs

History
Romans:











Mathematics
Number: Place Value

Count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1,000

Find 1000 more or less than a given number

Recognize the place value of each digit in a four-digit number

Order and compare numbers beyond 1000

Identify, represent and estimate numbers using different representations

Round any number to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000

Solve number and practical problems involving all of the above

Count backwards through zero
Number: Addition and Subtraction

Add and subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the formal written methods of columnar addition and subtraction
where appropriate

Estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a calculation

Solve addition and subtraction two step problems in context, deciding which operations and methods to use and why

The founding of Rome
The invasion of Britain
Life under the Romans
Roman entertainment
Mosaics
Boudicca’s revolt
The Roman army
Roman Architecture
The Roman Baths
What did the Romans ever do for us?

P.E.
One lesson with Miss Kane and one with a coach per week
Games:

Consolidate passing skills and improve control

Vary passes and apply them in games

Evaluate learning focusing on what they do well
adapt rules for invasion games
Gym

Use a range of apparatus to incorporate jumping
and rolling

Dance: Moving using circles and symbols

Science
Scientists and inventors

Madagascar in danger

Alexander Graham
Bell

Discovering Oxygen

Absolute Zero

Thomas Edison

Toothpaste

Geography

Focus: Italy

Maps skills

Atlas skills
How the Roman empire
expanded under Roman rule?











Art
Linked to history and
geography study
Make Roman
mosaics
Investigate Italian
Painters – e.g.
Michelangelo, Da
Vinci.

Other
Visit to the Roman
Baths – details to
follow
OWL adventures
Roman Day
Harvest Festival

